In both his art and his life, Joseph Cornell created the sublime from the ordinary. Living with his mother in a working-class section of Queens, while toiling at a series of low-level jobs, Cornell actively pursued and gained a remarkable wealth of knowledge, “collectenia” and imagery from the streets of New York which he used in his work. As his career evolved, he became a celebrated figure visited by famous artists, prima ballerinas and distinguished poets. He created a unique and fascinating body of art, which took the everyday and conjured from it works of subtle imagery and stunning beauty.

In celebration of the 100th anniversary of Cornell’s birth, The Smithsonian Institution and the Voyager Foundation joined together to present Joseph Cornell: Shadowplay…Eterniday, a sumptuous and scholarly tribute to this unique American artist. In addition to magnificent illustrations and close-ups of over seventy-five works, Shadowplay…Eterniday offers expert insights and essays from Lynda Roscoe Hartigan, former director of the Joseph Cornell Study Center, Richard Vine, managing editor of Art in America, and Robert Lehrman, a leading collector of Cornell’s work. In addition, commentary is provided by legendary curator Walter Hopps who befriended Cornell and championed his work.

Although Cornell lacked formal art training, he drew inspiration from European Surrealism and crafted a work that was uniquely American. He has intrigued and influenced subsequent generations of Pop, Minimalist, and post-Modern artists.

Cornell focused an immense and wide-ranging knowledge—what Hartigan terms “vast topography”—into his art. He worked his magic with found objects, juxtaposing them in new ways to produce his “métaphysique d’éphéméra,” which Hopps sums up as “very big ideas, achieved with very simple means.” One of those ideas was “eterniday,” or the fusion of the timeless and the daily. That notion grew out of Cornell’s religious beliefs as a devout Christian Scientist, a topic that Vine explores in his intriguing essay.
Cornell’s collages and series of boxes contain texture, sound, motion, and imagery, creating worlds unto themselves that are at once intimate and marvelously grand. Shadowplay...Eterniday’s companion DVD-ROM, The Magical Worlds of Joseph Cornell, lets us investigate those realms as if the boxes were in our hands, “exploring the endless mysteries embedded in the works,” as Lehrman puts it. The state-of-the-art disk offers intimate, multidimensional views of Cornell’s works, along with interviews with scholars and friends of Cornell’s, the artist’s own films, never before seen source materials, and more.

Shadowplay...Eterniday and its extraordinary accompanying DVD, offers the reader/viewer a more comprehensive experience of the artist’s work than has ever been possible.
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